Enjoy the Real Pleasure of Sailing with
Hanse 575 in Croatia
Hiring Hanse 575 in Croatia is a great way to enjoy a luxury sailing vacation with your
friends or family. Sailing is undoubtedly a very unique and pleasant activity you can perform
on any holiday vacation. Apart from locals, a large number of international travellers are also
choosing sailing vacation these days. This is mainly due to the unlimited fun they can
experience during the vacation. Although there are different types of yacht models provided
by the company for sailing vacation, Hanse 575 is considered as the best. This is mainly due
to the top features and facilities provided in this yacht model. Apart from sailing, the yacht is
also great for cruise race and other events. This is one of the main reasons why it is opted by
both professionals and amateurs. It does not matter whether you are sailing as a small group
or a large group, the charter agencies will help you to book any number of yacht models for
your sailing needs.
Participate in Regatta and Other Special Events:
Booking Hanse 575 will also help you to participate in Regatta and other sailing events
happening in the place. There are experienced charter agencies which will understand your
real needs and provide you the right services. These experts also offer different types of
sailing tour packages from which you can choose the best for your needs. You can also
customize the whole package based on the number of days or your budget. This comfortable
and functional yacht is great for any type of vacation. The three dimensional living space in
the yacht will help you to sail for any number of days comfortably.
Top Class Navigation System for Hassle Free Sailing:
Hanse 575 in Croatia also comes with best in class navigation and managing system for
simple and comfortable sailing. Superior seaworthiness and speed are other amazing features
you can enjoy when choosing this yacht model. In case, if you are sailing for the first time,
the charter agencies will also provide you with professional skippers who will take you to any
destinations without any troubles. This is a great way to explore and experience thousands of
islands in Croatia and have an ultimate sailing experience. Choosing a package will also
provide you other facilities like food, accommodation, sightseeing and transportation. This
will help you to plan the whole vacation in a systematic manner and avoid overspending.

